Abstract
Introduction
At present the point data can be got conveniently by 3D scanner. With CAD (computer aided designer) ,object surface would be reversely reconstructed by point data [1] . Now, it would be as an important, effective and popular method in 3D imaging technique. The reverse reconstruction can be broken down into five steps. 1) data acquisition; 2) data noise-elimination; 3) point cloud reduction; 4) point cloud registration; 5) surface reconstruction.
During the reverse reconstruction of point cloud , how to organized the data more effectively, that is an important thing in data reduction, registration and so on. The reasonable data organization is decreased the query time on the special domain, the time of human-interactive programs and dynamical update.
The method of point data organization can be concluded as two main categories in this paper. The first one is take point data as space data, and we can using the existed software of space database, for example Arcgis, Terrosolid，Polyworks and RealWorks [2] . But these softwares of space database place the emphasis on data processing, then most of them take the original point data as one single file, or take the point data acquired from one device as one single file. So the most time of the software was spent on data processing, for example reduction or reconstruction. The second kind of point cloud data organization is building index by space division [3, 4] . There are many methods for
Figure 1. Principle Diagram of Point Cloud Storing Algorithm
Clustering algorithm is an important method of data mining technology. The purpose of clustering operation is to put the similar object through the method of static classification into different categories or a different subset. So, the same subset of objects will have the similar the properties. The common approaches are as follows: hierarchical clustering, partition clustering and density clustering, etc.
Kmeans [10] : Kmeans is a clustering algorithm for multi-dimension. It is a non supervised machine learning method and it has been applied in many fields. Because of the effective and non-requirement for prior knowledge, we choose the Kmeans to perprocessing point data. The main shortcoming of Kmeans is the objects in algorithm limited in numeric data, and algorithm is easily trapped in the local optimum.
Objective function of Kmeans is as equation (1) and equation (2) . 
（2）
In equation (1) , n x represents point data, N can be expressed as data size. And, the K is the number of cluster in result. k  is the center of one cluster. Then, the Kmeans method is to find a value of k  and nk r , it can make the objective function converge to local minimum, which can get the minimal J. The pseudo-code algorithm of original Kmeans is as follows.
Step1. center of the initial cluster,
Step2. Repeat Step3. Divide every data into one cluster, and k  as the center of the cluster;
Step4. Recomputing the new k  , that is the new center of the cluster;
Step5. Until getting the stable set of cluster or recomputing counts more than maximum number of iteration.
Traditional Kmeans algorithm can convergent to one cluster, using iterative operation. And the stable cluster presents the end of the iteration operation. That means the more the 
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC iteration counter, the more time that the algorithm spent. For point cloud data, the Kmeans clustering operation worked on the 3-dimension, that is X, Y, Z in geodetic computation. The Euclidean distance formula can be used to calculate the distance between the point parameter. The formula is as follows:
In order to find data domain fast and conveniently and improvement the speed of human-computer interaction, this paper took into account the Kmeans clustering algorithm by the data itself feature. The convergence of Kmeans clustering algorithm obviously exists some inappropriate to point cloud data. In this paper, since the data domain is important to the data organization, the point cloud data convergent to one cluster is not suitable way to the data per-processing. In this paper, the third part illustrates the improved Kmeans clustering algorithm with density constraint for the perprocessing to point cloud.
Kmeans Clustering Algorithm with Density Constraint
Based on Kmeans clustering algorithm, this paper set the end condition of cluster density, that makes some data cannot be reach convergence on one cluster. Lucky, the purpose of us is to find the data domain, and the data set which convergence on two or more cluster, and that means these cluster is adjacent data.
In the fourth part, the data organization would be provided by clustering algorithm with density constraint. The improved algorithm pseudo-code is as follows:
Center of the initial cluster randomly chosen;
Step2. While Step5. Then the value of cluster density will be estimated, that is k P ; Step6. Getting the stable set of cluster.
The Center Shifting In The Cluster
MS（Mean Shifting）: In 1975, Fukunaga [11] provided the MS algorithm, then this algorithm have been found an increasingly wide utilization in computer graphic, as for the fast convergence rate speed and without prior knowledge support.
Assuming that the kernel vector function in MS algorithm ( x ) K , as follows:
In equation (4), the given width of data as  , and x as independent variable. Based on the equation (4), the mean shifting of muti-dimensional data using MS algorithm can be described as equation (5).
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Then the cluster center in the last iteration clustering algorithm processing can be adjusted. As for the Kmeans clustering, the value adjusted as follows.
The End Condition of Kmeans with Density Constraint
The computing of density is an issue of crucial importance in the improved Kmeans algorithm. Because the computing set of cluster, the relevant characteristic of point clout is some vital reference data. And he relevant characteristic of point clout can reach to evaluate the density.
Point Cloud Density: In order to set end condition of the iteration, we define the density in cluster. The density can be computed based the euclidean distance of data in one cluster.
Because of the arbitrariness of cluster contour, the reference [12] provides the density of point cloud which can not suitable this clustering algorithm. . Then through equation (7), the area of the contour data in one projection plane, can be evaluated.
In equation (7), variable
, represents the area of the the k projection plane. The j is as the jth orthogonal direction in that plane. And O stands for the center of point cloud projection of plane. So, the x and y stands for the jth direction and the orthogonal direction, respectively. . Then through equation (8), the density in the cluster, can be evaluated.
In equation (8, 9) ,
is the mathematical expectation of the normal vector of k  on the k projection plane. The end of the condition for the improved Kmeans algorithm is density of the cluster. In general, the threshold of the density  , can be computer as the parameter of the device(3D scanner) and the movable platform, and these uncertainty data have been discussed in the reference[13] . found out based on EstimationAreas algorithm. Though, the process of the algorithm based on areas, we provided a new method to density estimated, as the table 3 shown. It can spend less time than the algorithm for density algorithm based areas P. , mathematical expectation of the projection vector module, can be computed. Finally, the density algorithm based areas P can be computed as equation (8) .
Just like the algorithm of the EstimationDensitysBasedArea, in the algorithm of the EstimationDensitysBasedCoutour, shown in table3, the normal and the index have to be built firstly. Instead of estimating the areas of projection, algorithm of EstimationDensitysBasedCoutour compute of contour data which the index number 
Data Organization by Set of Cluster
In the data mining field, visualization of the data mining processing is a hot academic branch, especially, the visualization of data mining result. The visualization can improve man-machine interactive capability and increase the data value. For example, the scatter chart, parallel coordinates, matrix, and so on.
The Relation of Cluster
Using Kmeans algorithm with density constraint, the set of cluster can be getting. And not all of the clusters is dependent, there is correlation among the cluster, so the cluster organization can be described a forest. To simplify, we qualify the degree of the close correlation. And we organization the cluster as a tree and a table can be store as the dependent clusters. Therefore, we defined the correlation of the set of cluster. Though the definitions, we can compute the degree of the close correlation obviously. DEFINITION 2: (intersection cluster) Given the one cluster 1 K and the other cluster 2 K are intersection clusters, if and if only, there exits one direction, on that direction, the contour data can satisfy the expression, as follows.
Beside, the intersection degree can be seen as the number of the contour data, which satisfy the expression just mentioned. DEFINITION 3: (adjacent cluster) Given adjacent threshold  , the contour data on planes k  would be sorted as: 
Algorithm of Cluster Tree
As it described in the previous section, the set of cluster, can be divided into three parts. The subset of intersection clusters and adjacent clusters is important for neighbor of data domain. Of course, the correlation can be stored as a forest. However, as we all
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Firstly， the sort of contour data have been carry out， the processes can be described as the expression：
On basis of the result of sort process and the threshold  , the adjacent and isolate relation of the clusters can be find out. Because there is no any relation in isolate clusters, the cluster can be organized as an isolate table. The data organization algorithm pseudocode of cluster tree is as follows:
Step1:
Step2: Find the subset of pairs of intersectional clusters and adjacent clusters; Step3: Put cluster which is the most frequent on the pairs in the intersection and adjacent subset, as the cluster tree root;
Step4: The left of the parent is the correlation just as intersect and adjacent clusters; Step5: The rightmost leaf of tree is the isolate with the parent and there is the other correlation with its left child.
For example, simplify the data as the scatter 2D point as Figure 2 . And the data will be organized to the cluster tree as Figure 3 . 
Experiment
All the experiments are executed on the same data set with different algorithms. The purpose of the experiments is illustrating the feasibility of the Kmeans with density algorithm. And through result the experiment, we can know the two aspect performance of the improved Kmeans algorithm. (1) In the contrast of the clustering effect, especially for contour; (2) Running time when the improved Kmeans and the original Kmeans algorithm execute on different data size.
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Experiment Setup
Data set of data organization experiment: 1) Bunny rabbit from Stanford University, there is 35947 points. 2) By sick LMS100 scanner, the experiment data can be received. Data size: 10000-168711.
The parameter of sick LMS100 can be shown as the Table 4 . 
Experiment Results
This paper provided a new algorithm, relative to Kmeans clustering algorithm, and it is feasible to capture satisfied cluster set. At first, to verify the new algorithm, we choose the open data which offered by Stanford University Computer graphics Laboratory. The traditional Kmeans algorithm which obtained by Matlab R2010b, which have been executed with K=100, then the size of cluster set is 100, and the result have been shown as Figure 5 . The data have been divided into different cluster, and the neighbor cluster set can provide the data domain, and it is important to point cloud process. The running time can be seen in Figure 9 through red curve.
The new algorithm has been completed, with the same data set. And the effect of cluster algorithm has been shown as Figure 6 , Then, form Figure 6 , you can seen the contour data will be find the correlative of cluster sets. And these intersect data will be With iteration number decreased significantly, the improved Kmeans algorithm reduces less cluster sets than the traditional ones. So, it makes the decrease of space and time complexity using the data cluster organization to point cloud. Figure 9 shows the contrast of running time of the traditional Kmeans algorithm and the improved Kmeans, and the blue curve represents the time of improved Kmeans consumed, and the red curve shown running time of the traditional algorithm. So, the improved Kmeans algorithm that this paper provided, can proposed an available method for point clouds per-processing, especially for the small scope data domain, and this is important to point cloud feature extraction and selection.
With the increasing of data size, we performed an experiment, too. The data can be reached by the Sick LMS100 3D scanner. And we choose a different data volume, the running time as the table 5 shown. Notes: the unit of time of the algorithm is a second. The higher layer in the table is the time of traditional Kmeans, and the lower on it to the improved Kmeans which is provided in this paper.
The advantage of the improved algorithm that this paper provided can be seen in table 5. Especially, with the large data volume, the Kmeans with density constraint have stable performance characteristics.
Conclusions and Acknowledgments
In this paper, in order to adapt to the point cloud data processing, we improved the traditional Kmeans algorithm. Instead of the Euclidean distance, the point cloud density has been computed as a condition of convergence. Similarly, threshold data have to be set for converge, but the convergence does not stead for the one point divided into one cluster. Therefore there will be a correlation of sets of cluster. And this can reflect neighboring of data domain. What's more, it is precisely these geometric position relationship between clusters can be we used for point cloud data of the organization. So, using the correlation between clusters, cluster tree structure can be used for organization of the point cloud. The algorithm is proved to be feasible through the experiment. Due to algorithm based on Euclidean distance, the algorithm may fall into local optimum, but the constraint of density can avoid it at some degree. In the future, we'll continue to analysis features of data, data reduction would be executed based on the cluster organization.
